Software processes are long-lived entities. Careful design and thorough validation of software process models are necessary to ensure the quality of the process. They do not prevent, however, process models from undergoing change. Change requests may occur in the context of reuse, i.e., statically, in order to support software process model customization. They can also occur dynamically, while software process models are being executed, in order to support timely reaction as data are gathered from the eld during process enactment. In this paper, we discuss the mechanisms a process language should possess in order to support changes. We illustrate the solution adopted in the context of the SPADE environment and discuss how the proposed mechanisms can be used to model di erent policies for changing a software process model. Software Process Model Evolution in the SPADE Environment S. Bandinelli, A. Fuggetta, and C. Ghezzi
Recently, it has been pointed out that software processes 1 need to be analyzed and carefully modeled, in order to support and facilitate their understanding, assessment, and automation (see for example 1], 2]). To address these issues, several research e orts have been undertaken both in industry and in academia. The ultimate goal of such efforts is to provide innovative means to increase the quality of software development processes and, consequently, the quality of the applications delivered to nal users. The results of these activities are several prototype languages and experimental environments, called process-centered software engineering environments (PSEEs), which provide speci c features to create, analyze, and execute software process models 3], 4].
In order to e ectively support the goals of modeling, analysis, and automation, an ideal software process language must exhibit several characteristics:
It must be formal, so that process models may be automatically analyzed and executed (enacted). It must allow the process modeler to describe both the activities that constitute the process, and the results produced during its execution (i.e., the process artifacts).
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Software processes are human-oriented systems, i.e., systems in which humans and computerized tools cooperate in order to achieve a common goal. A process formalism must provide means to describe such interaction, by clearly de ning, for instance, when and how a task is assigned to a tool or a human, and how to coordinate the operations of di erent human agents. The target architecture for process enactment must be a heterogeneous, concurrent/distributed environment, supporting cooperation and interaction of several human agents. A process language should provide mechanisms to support process model execution on such architectures. Software process models are often very large and it is therefore mandatory to enrich a process formalism with e ective constructs supporting modeling-in-thelarge concepts, such as abstraction, information hiding, and reuse of process model fragments. The process language should support various kinds of analysis. Extensive static analysis could be performed before enactment and after any major change to verify certain properties (e.g., reachability of desirable states within a given time bound). Dynamic analysis through simulation would provide a complementary assessment of a process model by |say| generating sample behaviors and checking whether they match the expected behaviors. The language should support process evolution. Software process models are dynamic entities, that must evolve in order to cope with changes in the enacting process, due to changing requirements or unforeseen circumstances, in the software development organization, in the market, in the technologies, and in the methodologies used to produce software. In recent years, several process languages have been proposed, but still no solution e ectively copes with all the aforementioned issues. In particular, the issue of process model evolution represents one of the most challenging problems faced by the software process community.
During its lifetime a software process model undergoes changes that can be caused by a variety of reasons and needs 5]. We mention here three signi cant categories of changes:
1. It is usually impossible to de ne the entire software process model from the very beginning, i.e., before the actual software development activity starts. Several details of the process might (or have to) be left initially unspeci ed. They can be detailed later when additional or more precise information on the process have been collected and analyzed. For example, testing procedures can be designed only after the quality requirements for the application to be developed have been speci ed. One may view this incremental de nition as a kind of change which adds new parts to an existing process model. The newly added parts should not interfere with the existing model; otherwise, it may be necessary to change the old part as well. 2. Software processes are long-lived entities that are carried out within highly dynamic environments. A software development organization may change in response to changes in the environment in which it operates, or changes in the organization at the corporate level. Such changes may be caused, for example, by poor performance, by new tools acquired by the company to support its software development sta , changes in the marketing strategy or in customers' expectations and requirements. Thus, an existing software process model has to be modi ed or extended to re ect the evolution of the environment and/or internal changes. 3. It must be possible to customize a software process model in order to allow process agents (i.e., the humans operating the process) to dynamically select the most e ective solution for a given problem. For instance, a design activity can be conducted bottom-up or top-down, depending on the characteristics of the software system to be designed, and the software engineer's judgment. There is a large spectrum of policies that can be adopted to apply changes to a software process model. At one extreme, under a purely static policy, changes are applied only to the speci cation of the software process, without a ecting on-going development activities. The e ects of a purely static modi cation become visible only when a new process that follows the modi ed model is launched. At the other extreme, under a fully dynamic policy any modi cation to the speci cation of a software process is immediately propagated to ongoing activities. Between these two approaches a variety of policies exists, and it must be possible to model and instrument them within the process support environment.
In order to model evolution, a software process can be described as the interaction of two (sub)processes: the software development process and the software meta-process. The former includes all the activities, roles, procedures, rules, tools, and information related to the development of a software product. The latter is in charge of maintaining and evolving software processes; i.e., the data it manipulates are process models and process states. The meta-process is a process too and should be designed, implemented, and evolved as any other process. This might be done by a meta-meta-process. In general, we might create several levels of meta-processes as needed. One possible solution would be to keep all these levels separate, and to de ne a separate model for each level. This solution, however, freezes the number of levels, and does not allow changes to the software process to be speci ed as resulting from observing both the development process and the meta-process itself. On the other hand, some process metrics can be collected only by jointly observing both processes. The solution we adopted, discussed below, does not freeze the boundaries between levels and uses the same language to de ne both process and meta-process features.
The problem of process and process model evolution has been given di erent solutions by existing systems. It is possible to identify the following main approaches:
1. The meta-process is not modeled as part of the software process. The process formalism does not provide speci c features to manipulate the model during its execution. The meta-process is thus described separately, with no formal relationship between the two models, or it is not formalized at all. This seems to be the approach used by imperative languages, whose best-known example is APPL/A 6]. 2. The meta-process is modeled as part of the software process. To do so, the process formalism is augmented with speci c, ad-hoc features that allow only partial modi cations of the software process model. This approach is used, for example, by FUNSOFT nets 7], which allow the topology of a Petri net describing an activity to be changed. Another example is HFSP 8], where it is possible to specify alternative sequences of operations to be selected according to the state of the process. In these approaches, the possible evolutions of a process model have to be in some way anticipated and (at least partially) hard-coded in the initial specication of the process model itself. Thus, the degree of exibility o ered by these approaches is still limited, since it is not possible to anticipate from the very beginning all of the future changes that might occur in the process model. 3. Finally, to support the modeling of the meta-process as part of the software process, several process formalisms are based on a fully re ective language. In this scheme, a process model can be accessed both as code to be executed and as datum to be modi ed. This is the approach used, for example, by EPOS 9] and IPSE 2.5 10]. In the SPADE project 2 , we have de ned a language, called SLANG (Spade LANGuage), whose goal is to address all of the linguistic issues discussed so far. In particular, it provides execution mechanisms to cope with the evolution problem. SLANG is a fully-re ective language built over a high-level extension of Petri nets 3 . Its main re ective features can be summarized as follows:
A SLANG process model is partitioned in di erent modules (called activities) that can be executed in parallel by di erent SLANG interpreters called process engines. Process engines are dynamically created during enactment.
Activity de nitions and activity states are tokens of the net, and can be manipulated by transitions as any other token. SLANG provides dynamic type-checking and late binding mechanisms. A rst prototype of SPADE has been implemented and is currently under assessment. The prototype uses an objectoriented database to store a process model and software artifacts. Meanwhile, SLANG has been used to model several real-life examples, including the process used by a large telecommunication company to maintain defense software.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces SLANG and summarizes its basic features using a simple example process. Section III explains the basic mechanisms supporting the enaction of a process model and the re ective features of SLANG. Section IV discusses how these features can be used to support process evolution, and provides some hints and examples on how to describe a meta-process as part of the process model. Related work is surveyed in Section V. Finally, Section VI draws some conclusions and outlines future work.
II. Process Modeling in SLANG SLANG 14] , 15], 16] is a language for software process modeling and enactment. It is based on high-level Petri nets, and is given formal semantics in terms of a translation scheme from SLANG objects into ER nets. ER nets 17], in turn, are a mathematically de ned class of high-level Petri nets that provide the designer with powerful means to describe concurrent and real-time systems. In ER nets, it is possible to assign values to tokens, and associate transitions with relations that describe the constraints on tokens consumed and produced by transition rings. Appendix A contains a brief introduction to ER nets.
SLANG o ers features for software process modeling, enaction, and evolution that will be presented in detail in the following sections. In addition, SLANG may interact with external tools and humans in a uniform manner. The language provides constructs to deal with time in process models. It is possible to specify time constraints on the occurrence of an event or impose a maximum duration between the occurrence of two events by de ning a timeout. It then supports ways to formally reason about the temporal evolution of a process. In this paper, we illustrate SLANG informally through examples; for simplicity, we also ignore time issues. A detailed overview of the language can be found in 14]. A complete formal de nition of the language is in preparation.
In Section II.A we discuss a process example that will be used throughout the paper to illustrate SLANG. Section II.B provides an overview of SLANG main features and shows how a SLANG process model may be hierarchically structured, using the high-level activity construct.
A. A Running Example
The example is centered on a hypothetical quality assurance activity; in particular, it deals with testing a collection of modules. Each single module of the product is treated separately. Integration test is done afterwards and is not part of the example. The process, based on a white-box testing strategy, may start as soon as the source code of the module is provided. The source code must be compiled with the corresponding libraries, which include the stubs, drivers, and other necessary information for performing the test. If errors are found during compilation no testing is performed.
Once compilation terminates successfully and the test cases are generated, the compiled module is run on the test cases, one after the other. The errors that may be discovered in each execution are accumulated in an error report. The test continues until all test cases have been run on the module. If no error is found during test, the module is accepted. Otherwise the module is rejected and a report is produced with a list of all the failures occurred during test.
B. Overview of SLANG Features
A SLANG process model is a pair of sets: SLANGModel = (ProcessTypes, ProcessActivities) ProcessTypes is a set of type de nitions organized in a hierarchy, according to an object-oriented style. ProcessActivities is a set of activity de nitions. An activity de nition is basically a high-level Petri net where each place, arc, and transition has been augmented with additional information, as speci ed below.
Process types. A large amount of data is produced, used, and manipulated in a software process, from speci cation documents to executable code and test data. In SLANG, all process data are typed, and types are de ned in an object-oriented style. Type de nitions are organized in a hierarchy, de ned by an is a (or subtype) relationship. A subtype T s of type T is any of the direct or indirect descendants of T in the is a hierarchy, including T. The root of the hierarchy is the type ProcessData. Types inherit the attributes and operations of the ancestors. SLANG supports multiple inheritance.
Activities are de ned in SLANG using a Petri net based language. Process data are therefore represented as tokens of the net. In order to be able to de ne SLANG activities supporting process model evolution, activity de nitions, type de nitions for process data, and process states must be accessible as any other data, i.e., as tokens of the net. Four prede ned types (Token, Place, Arc, and Transition) are thus provided (they are subtypes of ProcessData). Three prede ned subtypes of Token are also introduced: Activity, Metatype, and ActiveCopyType. Activity is the type whose instances are activity de nitions. Metatype is the type whose instances are type definitions. ActiveCopyType is the type whose instances are enacted instances of activity de nitions, as explained in Section III. These types are part of the SLANG de nition: they are not process dependent and cannot be modi ed by process modelers. Fig. 1 shows this built-in portion of the SLANG type hierarchy. Fig. 2 Example II.1: Type de nitions. Fig. 3 shows the is a type hierarchy for some of the types of our running example; the corresponding textual type de nitions are given in Fig. 4 . Type NamedModule de nes a general module, with a name and an author. SourceModule represents a module of source code and inherits from NamedModule. ExecModule de nes executable modules (i.e., modules that have been compiled and linked with drivers and stubs) inheriting from SourceModule. TestCase is a module that contains a test case for a module. The information needed to apply a test case on a module is described by the type de nition ExecTest. Each test result is described by TestResult and the complete result of a series of tests is described by TestSummary. Type de nitions may also include operations on the de ned data (in this example operations have been omitted for simplicity). 2 Process activities. ProcessActivities is a set of activity de nitions. Each activity de nition is an instance of type Activity and is speci ed as a high-level Petri net, i.e., as a set of places P, a set of transitions T, and a set of arcs A. The activity state is given by the net marking, i.e., by an assignment of tokens to places. Events are represented by transitions. The occurrence of an event (represented by the ring of the corresponding transition) modi es the activity state by removing tokens from the input places of the transition and adding tokens to the output places. The net topology describes precedence relations, con icts, and parallelism among events and activities. Each activity corresponds to a logical work unit, that may include local events, invocation of other activities, and interaction with the environment (tools and humans). According to the principles of information hiding, an activity de nition has an interface and an implementation part. The activity interacts with the rest of the process model through its interface; the implementation part remains hidden. The interface is composed of: a set of interface places P int P, a set of interface transitions T int T, a set of interface arcs A int A, connecting interface places and interface transitions. Events that initiate and terminate the execution of an Recursive invocations are not allowed in SLANG, i.e., the relation is a hierarchy, and thus the graph is a DAG (Direct Acyclic Graph). We require uses to be a hierarchy, according to the principles discussed by 18]. This assumption also simpli es the language and its implementation. The graph representing the uses relationship does not change as long as the process model is not changed. For this reason we call it activity static DAG (ASD). In a SLANG process model, there is one \main" activity, not invoked by other activities, that is at the top of the ASD. This activity is called root activity and is spawned by a specialized boot program to start process enactment.
Places and tokens. Each place has a name and a type.
A place behaves as a token repository that may only contain tokens of its type or of any subtypes. Places may change their contents through transition rings. The only exception to this rule are user interface places, which are a special kind of places that may change their contents as a consequence of human intervention. They are used to transfer external events caused by humans within the system. User interface places are graphically represented by a double circle. The type of a place must be one of the subtypes of type Token (see Fig. 1 ), contained in the ProcessTypes set. In particular, places can be of type Activity (i.e., they may contain tokens whose value is an activity de nition), Metatype (i.e., they may contain tokens whose value is a type de nition), and ActiveCopyType (i.e., they may contain tokens whose value is an enacted instance of an activity de nition). Consequently, activity de nitions, type de nitions, and process states can be created and manipulated as any other value. An in depth discussion of the implications of having process models as values is delayed to Sections III and IV, where we also discuss how activity states are manipulable.
Transitions. Transitions represent events whose occurrence takes a negligible amount of time 4 . Each transition is associated with a guard and an action. The guard is a predicate on tokens belonging to the transition input places and is used to decide whether a tuple of input tokens enables the transition (an input tuple satisfying a guard is called an enabling tuple). The dynamic behavior of a transition is described by the ring rule. The ring rule states that when a transition res, tokens satisfying the guard are removed from input places and the transition action is executed. As a result of executing the action, an output tuple is inserted in the output places of the red transition 5 .
A software development process involves the activation of a large variety of software tools. Tool invocation is modeled in SLANG by using black transitions. A black transition is a special transition where the action part is the invocation of a non-SLANG executable routine (e.g., a Unix executable le). When the black transition \ res", the routine is executed asynchronously. This means that other transitions may be red while the black transition is still being executed. It is also possible to re the black transition itself many times with di erent input tuples, without waiting for each activation to complete.
Arcs. Arcs are weighted (the default weight is 1). The weight indicates the number of tokens which ow through the arc at each transition ring. It can be a statically de ned number or it may be dynamically computed (this is indicated by a \*"). In the latter case, the arc weight is known only at run-time and may vary at each ring occurrence. This is useful to model events requiring, for example, all tokens that verify a certain property.
Besides \normal" arcs, SLANG provides two other special kinds of arcs: read-only (represented by a dashed line) and overwrite (represented by a double headed arrow). Read-only and overwrite arcs are shorthand notational devices that do not add to the semantic power of the language, but improve its usability. A read-only arc may be used to connect a place to a transition. The transition can read token values from the input place in order to evaluate the guard and the action, but no token is actually removed. An overwrite arc may be used to connect a transition to a place. When the transition res, the following atomic sequence of actions occurs. First the output place is emptied of all its tokens. Then, the tokens produced by the ring are inserted in the output place. The overall e ect is that the produced tokens overwrite any previous content of the output place.
A bidirectional arc between a place and a transition stands for a pair of arcs: one from the place to the transition and one from the transition to the place. Example II.3: Transitions, guards, actions, and arcs.
Transition Execute Test in Fig. 7b is an example of a black transition. It represents the call to a tool that executes the program under test with the given test data. In order to provide an example of how guards and actions are written in SLANG, assume that in Fig. 7b Fig. 8 . Variable names in capital letters (corresponding to the initials of place names) are used to represent both the tokens that are removed from input places and the tokens that are inserted in output places when a transition res. The type of these variables coincides with the corresponding place type, except for places that are connected with a \*" arc. In this latter case, the variables are of set type, since the number of tokens that may be removed/inserted may be greater than one. For example, transition Start Test removes from place Ready Test Cases all the tokens representing the test cases that refer to a given module. For each event, input variables are separated from output variables by a semicolon. Some prede ned operations on sets are used in the example: forall ... : ... is a quanti er on the elements of a set which returns true i the predicate following the colon is true on all elements of the set; for...in is an iterator on all el-ements of the set; Empty() always returns the empty set; set(...) returns a set containing the elements between brackets; union is the union between sets (repeated elements appear only once); and count(...) returns the cardinality (integer value) of the set between brackets. In the action part, variables denoting input (sets of) tokens are automatically initialized with the corresponding elements in the input tuple. Variables denoting output (sets of) tokens must be explicitly assigned a value. This value is copied in the corresponding output tuple when the action terminates.
An example of read-only arcs is shown in Fig. 6 , to describe the fact that, during Test Module Collection, libraries and source code are available to other activities (not shown in the gure). 2
III. Mechanisms Supporting Process Evolution
In process-centered environments, the process model plays the role of the code to be executed in order to provide automatic support and guidance to the people involved in the process. In SLANG, the process model may include not only the description of the software development process, but also the speci cation of the software meta-process. The re ective nature of SLANG makes it possible to manipulate the process model and the process model state in the same way as other process data are manipulated. Thus, the mechanisms supporting process enactment in SPADE also support process evolution.
This section presents the enaction mechanisms of SLANG, with emphasis on those that make it possible to support process model evolution. For the sake of readability, we illustrate such features in a stepwise fashion, by progressively enriching them as new motivations are presented. Section IV will then discuss how to use the basic mechanisms to de ne higher-level policies. These policies are implemented as part of the process model and combine the above basic mechanisms to obtain the desired behavior.
A. SLANG Interpreter
The SLANG interpreter is responsible for the enaction of SLANG process models. In this section we provide an initial intuitive description of how it works. A complete description will be provided in Section III.C.
Each time an activity has to be executed, a new instance of the SLANG interpreter is created. We use the term process engine to refer to each running instance of the SLANG interpreter. The root activity of a SLANG process model is executed by the initial process engine which is spawned by a specialized boot program. In any other case, process engines are created using black transitions in which the invoked tool is the SLANG interpreter. These black transitions are executed as part of other activities (initially, just the root activity). This scheme is similar to the mechanism adopted in the Unix operating system to manage process creation. The rst Unix process is created by an ad-hoc boot program, while any other process is generated using the fork service, executed by some running process.
The black transition describing the invocation of the SLANG interpreter has one input and one output place, both of built-in type ActiveCopyType (see Fig. 2 ). Instances of this type are called active copies of an activity. Each active copy contains all the necessary information to execute an activity. In particular, it contains the activity de nition together with all the type de nitions used by the activity, the active copy state, and a reference to either the starting or the ending event along with the enabling or the output tuple, respectively. The active copy state is de ned by the contents (marking) of all places of the active copy.
When a process engine starts its execution, it receives an active copy as input. The activity and type de nitions de ne the code to be executed, the state is taken as the initial execution state, and execution begins with the ring of the transition representing the speci ed starting event with the corresponding enabling tuple. The behavior of a process engine is described here in the case where no activity invocation occurs in the current active copy. Activity invocation is discussed in Section III.B.
Starting from the given initial state, the process engine evaluates the guards associated with the transitions to check whether an input tuple enables some transitions. Then, an enabled transition is chosen (automatically or with user intervention) and it is red. The ring removes tokens from the input places (or simply reads the values if the input place is connected with a read-only arc), executes the corresponding action, and inserts the produced tokens in the output places (overwriting the existing place contents in case of an overwrite arc). Transition ring is an atomic action, i.e., no intermediate state of the ring is made visible to other process engines that may be executing. In the case of a black transition, however, the ring corresponds to spawning a non-SLANG process which is executed asynchronously. Tokens are removed from the input places when the process is spawned. Upon termination, results are copied into the output places of the black transition.
The occurrence of an event (transition ring) produces a state change that may enable new rings and/or disable previously enabled transitions. An activity terminates if one of its ending events eventually res. At this point the interpreter execution terminates and the resulting active copy is produced in the output place of the black transition that spawned the process engine. The resulting active copy contains the de nitions of the activity and its types, the nal state, and the ending event, along with the output tuple produced by its ring.
B. Activity Invocation
Activity invocation is a SLANG construct. Along with a few other constructs, however, it is a shorthand notation that does not add to the semantic power of the language, but simply aims at improving its usability. The meaning of activity invocations may thus be described in SLANG using more basic constructs. For example, Fig. 9a represents an invocation of activity B within |say| activity A; Fig. 9b represents the invocation in terms of SLANG --------------------------------------------- Fig. 2 ) of the newly created token. Field State is set to the empty marking (i.e., no tokens are initially stored in net places). 4. The black transition SLANG Interpreter takes as input a token from place Active Copy to Execute. The execution of the black transition yields a process engine for the new active copy of B. 5. When one of the ending events of B's active copy occurs, execution terminates, and thus the black transition in the caller that spawned it terminates as well.
The black transition generates a token in place Active Copy Terminated. This token has type ActiveCopyType and stores information on the ending event, together with the resulting output tuple and the active copy state. 6. The value of the output tuple is then used by the ending events to set the contents of the output places of the current invocation. The active copy is destroyed and, thus, its nal state is lost. We emphasize some important issues deriving from the above execution scheme:
An activity invocation is dynamically bound to the corresponding activity de nition (and to the types used within such de nition) by the ring of transition Create Active Copy. This interpretation mechanism sup- porting late binding provides the basis for our solution to process evolution, as we will see shortly.
The actual execution of an activity de nition is carried out through a black transition that calls the tool SLANG Interpreter. That is, the mechanism used by the language to invoke the interpreter is the same used for invoking any other external tool. Activities are executed asynchronously, i.e., the calling activity (A, in our example), continues executing while the called activity (B) is enacted by a newly spawned process engine. It is also possible to have many simultaneous executions of the same activity, by calling the SLANG interpreter several times with the same activity de nition.
The process engine executing B may access shared places during its execution and, at the end, it accesses the output place of the black transition. Consequently, process engines must be synchronized in order to discipline access to shared and output places in mutual exclusion. An activity can terminate execution if all invoked activities have already terminated. SLANG guarantees that
We can now de ne the activity dynamic tree, which is the dynamic counterpart of the activity static DAG, presented in Section II.B. Given a SLANG process model SLANGModel=(ProcessTypes, ProcessActivities), ACT denotes the set of active copies of all activities in ProcessActivities at any time. The relation is invoked by may be de ned on ACT , such that b is invoked by a i b has been created by a. This relation de nes a dynamic hierarchy that we call activity dynamic tree (ADTree). Each node of an ADTree is an active copy, and each arc connects an active copy with the active copy that created it. The ADTree is modi ed each time an active copy is created or terminated. The root of the ADTree is the (unique) active copy of root activity. There is only one active copy of root activity because the static graph is acyclic, and thus root activity cannot be invoked by any other activity (it is created by a specialized boot program). It is the rst active copy to start and the last to terminate.
C. Accessing an Active Copy State
The mechanisms presented so far provide the ability, within the process model, to manipulate and execute fragments of process models. The late binding schema presented in Section III.B makes it possible, for example, to instantiate an activity with the latest de nition provided for it. In order to support dynamic evolution policies, it is also useful to provide mechanisms to manipulate active copies, i.e., the instances of activity de nitions that are created during the enactment of the process model.
In order to manipulate an active copy, it is rst necessary to suspend its execution. Once suspended, an active copy can be manipulated as any other value represented by a token in the net. A new process engine may then be spawned to restart execution of the modi ed active copy. The mechanisms needed to suspend and restart an active copy are represented in SLANG by enriching the activity invocation schema described in Fig. 9b with further features, as shown in Fig. 10 . Moreover, activity de nitions, as de ned by the user in SLANG, are automatically augmented with a set of places and transitions through a standard syntactic transformation. Fig. 11 shows how B's de nition would be augmented through the transformation. In particular, there is a new input place (Start), a new starting event (Start Active Copy), new ending events (out events), and a new output place (Output Info).
The complete algorithm followed by the SLANG interpreter to manage also suspension and restart of active copies can be described by showing the extensions to the original algorithm of Section III.B. Note that the places that ap- 6 This feature is reminiscent of Ada tasking. It does not require a semantic extension to SLANG. It may be implemented in SLANG by adding a counter place that holds information on the number of spawned active copies that are still running. This place is in input to each ending event.
pear with the same name in di erent nets (such as Dyn Tree) represent shared places.
To create an active copy, transition Create Active Copy (Fig. 10) initializes the token in Active Copy To Execute as follows (refer to the de nition of ActiveCopyType in Fig. 2 
):
Field Act is set to the extended de nition of B, as speci ed in Fig. 11 . The transition removes one token from place Dyn Tree and one token from place Active Copy Input. These tokens are used to create a token to be stored in place Start of the active copy being created (see Fig. 11 and 12). Thus, eld State of the active copy being created is not empty as in the original algorithm of Section III.B, but includes this token. Note that this token holds the information that in the original algorithm was stored in elds Start/End Event and Input/Output Tuple of the token representing the instantiated active copy. Thus, in this extended algorithm, the two elds are no longer necessary, and the de nition of type ActiveCopyType should be changed accordingly. Let a be the token removed by the ring of the black transition SLANG Interpreter of Fig. 10 . The newly created process engine executes a.Act (i.e., the net shown in Fig. 11 ) starting from the initial marking described by a.State. In the initial marking, only transition Start Active Copy is enabled since the only token in the net is the token stored in place Start. The action associated with Start Active Copy generates a new unique identi er for the active copy and stores it in place ID. It also generates a token in shared place Dyn Tree representing the value of the ADTree after the invocation. Such ADTree is obtained by adding the newly generated unique identier to the ADTree removed from place Start. Finally, it generates a token with the enabling tuple and the starting event in place Input Info. This token is used by one of the in events transitions to reconstruct the enabling tuple for the starting event to be red.
At any time during its execution, the active copy may be suspended by the ring of transition Exec Suspend. Exec Suspend is enabled when a token containing the unique active copy identi er is inserted in place Suspend Request. The active copy can also terminate when one of the activity ending events (labeled \original ending event" in Fig. 11) res. In both cases, one of the out events res and produces a token of type I/O Info (de ned in Fig. 12 ) in place Output Info. If an out event res as a consequence of the ring of one of the original ending events, the tokens stored in places Dyn Tree and ID are removed, and a token is produced in place Output Info with the following information:
Field DT contains the dynamic tree, where the active copy unique identi er has been removed. Field S/E contains the identi er of the original ending event which red. Field I/O contains the output tuple produced by the ring of the original ending event which red. If termination occurs because of the ring of transition Exec Suspend, the only di erence is that the dynamic tree is not removed from place Dyn Tree. Its value is read in eld DT. Moreover, there is no output tuple (the active copy has not produced a result yet).
The ring of any of the out events transitions causes the termination of the process engine. As a result, a token is created in place Active Copy Terminated of the caller. This token (of type ActiveCopyType) contains in eld State the nal marking of the terminated active copy. In particular, place Output Info contains information on the cause of termination, as explained above. Depending on this information, either transition Detect Suspended Active Copy res (in which case the active copy is inserted in shared place Suspended Active Copies) or one of the ending events res (see Fig. 10 ). In the latter case, the output tuple produced by the invoked activity is stored in the corresponding actual places of the caller and the dynamic tree is stored back in place Dyn Tree.
When an active copy has been suspended, the token representing it in place Suspended Active Copies can be manipulated as any other token. To resume the execution of a previously suspended active copy, it is necessary to move the (possibly updated) token describing it into the shared place Active Copies To Be Restarted. The Restart Active Copy transition moves the token to place Active Copy To Execute and then the normal processing is followed. Notice that, in this case, the process engine receives an active copy in an intermediate processing stage, whose marking thus depends on the operations executed before suspension and the operations performed on it while it was suspended.
As a nal remark, note that the ADTree is explicitly represented in the net as a token stored in place Dyn Tree, which is shared among all active copies. As we will see in Section IV, we need to have the ADTree as a token in the net to support changes to existing active copies. It is easy to realize that the mechanisms shown in Fig. 10 and 11 guarantee that the ADTree is updated in an atomic way. When an active copy is created, the ADTree is extracted by transition CreateActiveCopy from shared place Dyn Tree. This operation is atomic since it is accomplished through the ring of a single transition. The ADTree is then stored in a eld of the token created in place Active Copy To Be Executed. This place is local and thus replicated in all active copies. Therefore, the ADTree cannot be accessed by any other process engine other than the one who is currently spawning the new active copy. The updated ADTree is then stored back into place Dyn Tree by the process engine of the newly created active copy through the (atomic) ring of transition Start Active Copy (see Fig. 11 ). A similar procedure is followed when an active copy terminates.
D. Lifetime and Visibility Issues
All SLANG process data (process development data and meta-process data) are represented by tokens. The lifetime of tokens depends on the lifetime of the places in which they are contained. When an active copy is created, it allocates database space for token containers for each local place in the activity de nition. The (normal) termination of an activity execution causes all local token containers to be deallocated and thus the lifetime of the contained tokens comes to an end.
According to this scheme, only the results of an activity are kept when the active copy terminates. Intermediate results can be explicitly placed in shared places if their lifetime must extend beyond the lifetime of the active copy. One may also explicitly extend an object's lifetime by using a tool (called via a black transition) to export data to some external database management system. This mechanism, however, takes the data out of the process control (hence out of the SLANG repository), and thus the designer is responsible for managing it correctly.
E. Changing Activity and Type De nitions
Activity and type de nitions may be manipulated by ring transitions that remove tokens from, and produce new tokens into, places Activities and Types respectively. For example, modi cation of a type alpha consists of removing the token whose value of eld TypeName is alpha, changing the eld TypeDescriptor, and inserting a new token back into Types, with value alpha in eld TypeName, and the modi ed descriptor in eld TypeDescriptor (see Fig. 2 ).
New activity and type de nitions become visible only if a new active copy is generated. An existing active copy is not a ected by the change since, in its elds Act and Typeset (see Fig. 2 ) it keeps the de nitions which were valid when the active copy was created. In particular, changes to type de nitions stored in place Types do not a ect existing instances of the modi ed types.
Activity and type de nitions may be changed also locally, by modifying elds Act and Typeset of a suspended active copy, respectively. When a type is changed, the active copy's places may contain data that were generated according to the old type de nition. It is therefore necessary to devise a migration policy of existing data from the old to the new type. This point is further discussed in Section IV.B.
IV. Implementing Evolution Policies SPADE supports two main classes of change. It is possible to modify tokens whose values are activity and type de nitions. It is also possible to modify active copies while they are suspended. In most cases, one rst modi es a de nition and, later, the e ect of a de nition change is made visible in a running active copy. It is useful to distinguish between two times: change de nition time (CDT) and change instantiation time (CIT). CDT is the time at which changes are applied to activity and type de nitions; CIT is the time at which a change in a de nition becomes visible in a running active copy.
SPADE provides the basic mechanisms to apply changes to activity and types de nitions, and to active copies. It does not provide any built-in policy to manage it. Policies have to be designed by the process modeler and built as part of the process model. As signi cant examples, we can consider the following policies. A rst policy (lazy) does not propagate the modi cation of activity and type denitions to existing active copies. When new active copies are created, the new de nitions are used. A second policy (eager) is based on the immediate propagation of activity and type de nition changes to all the existing active copies. Notice that a whole spectrum of policies exists from fully lazy to fully eager. Finally, a third policy can consist of a local modi cation of a suspended active copy without modifying any activity or type de nition (as already mentioned in Section III.E). This would make only the active copy affected by the change, with no e ect on future creations of new active copies of the same or other activities. All these policies can be de ned as part of the process model and can vary depending on process requirements. That is, change is a process too and thus it is modeled as any other part of the process. 
A. A Process Evolution Example
In this section, we illustrate a process model evolution example in SLANG. This is just a possible meta-process, not \the" solution. The example of Section II performs the Run Tests activity by executing the module under test on all available test cases. We wish to modify the process in such a way that the Run Tests activity terminates as soon as a test case generates a failure, instead of using all available test cases. The process model must evolve accordingly, in order to capture the new requirements. A new de nition of activity Run Tests that re ects the changes in the process requirements is shown in Fig. 13 .
The activity de nition of Fig. 13 , can be generated by a meta-process that accesses places Activities and Types, to edit the required de nitions. The time at which editing terminates on a set of de nitions de nes the CDT of such de nitions. The corresponding CIT depends on the policy one wishes to adopt. Fig. 14 shows a fragment of a metaprocess that manages changes in our example. It de nes two simpli ed variants of the lazy and eager policies discussed above. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only modi cations to activity de nitions; the extension to type de nitions is straightforward. The process de ned by the net fragment of Fig. 14 The net uses some of the places that were introduced in Fig. 10 and 11 . The intended meaning is that places with the same name in di erent net fragments denote the same place (they are shared places). The process designer issues a request to edit the de nitions of activities by placing a token in Edit Request. If no other editing session is being performed (the value of the token in Session Counter 8 is equal to zero), transition Start Editing is enabled to re. The token in Edit Request speci es if the update has to be accomplished according to a lazy or an eager policy. When Start Editing res, it makes a copy of all the tokens stored in Activities (i.e., all activity definitions), and creates a single token in Defs To Be Edited containing the set of all the existing de nitions. In addition, the session counter in incremented by 1, and a copy of the request is placed in Edit Request Copy. Notice that we have used the \*"
can be easily derived from it. 8 Session Counter acts as a semaphore allowing only one editing session at a time.
weight for the arc from Activities to Start Editing to specify \all the tokens in the place". Moreover, the arc is read-only, because we do not want to remove the tokens from the place. In this way, other active copies can be created and enacted in parallel with the editing activity. The ring of the black transition Edit Tool causes the invocation of the editing tool that receives as input a set of activity de nitions. When the process designer quits from Edit Tool, a set of new activity de nitions is produced in place Edited Defs. If the change activity has to be managed according to a lazy policy, transition Lazy is enabled to re. When it res, the session counter is decreased by 1, the new set of activity de nitions substitutes the old set (see the overwrite arc from transition Lazy to place Activities) and the token in Edit Request Copy is consumed. If the eager policy is adopted, transition Eager res. The token representing the ADTree is removed from Dyn Tree and stored in Locked Dyn Tree. In this way, it is impossible for any process engine to start or terminate the execution of an active copy. Transition Eager also creates requests to suspend all of the active copies derived by modi ed activity de nitions. Finally, the set of changed de nitions is moved to New Defs.
All of the active copies are e ectively suspended when the number of tokens in Suspended Active Copies equals the value of token in Number Of Suspend Requests. It is therefore possible to produce the token in Active Copies To Be Edited containing the set of active copies to be edited and the new de nitions from New Defs 9 . When Active Copy Editor res, a tool to manipulate active copies is spawned. When the Active Copy Editor terminates, a token containing the new activity de nitions and the updated active copies is stored in Modified Active Copies. Eventually, transition Commit Changes overwrites the contents of place Activities with the updated activity de nitions and inserts in Active Copies To Be Restarted as many tokens as the number of active copies to be restarted. The simple meta-process of Fig. 14 can be extended in several ways:
1. Type de nitions may also be modi ed, by means of a net fragment accessing place Types. A few comments on this issue are given in Section IV.B. 2. Instead of accessing all of the tokens in Activities at the same time a SLANG meta-process fragment can be de ned where activity de nitions are edited one at a time and a consistency checker is invoked to check consistency. 3. Other policies can be implemented. For example, instead of suspending all of the active copies a ected by the modi cation of an activity de nition, we might decide that the active copies that were created before a given date must not be suspended 10 . This means that all the active copies that have been operating for a long time are terminated according to the old denition, while those that have been recently started are suspended and modi ed. This example shows that in SPADE meta-processes are like any other process, and can thus be speci ed, re ned, changed, and improved. In particular the policies chosen to make de nition changes visible in the running active copies are fully speci able in the meta-process.
B. Further Issues in Process Change
SLANG is a powerful, but low-level, process language. As we explained, it provides mechanisms to support process change through late binding and ability to manipulate types, activity de nitions, and active copies as any process data. In Section IV.A we saw how certain change management policies can be speci ed in SLANG. It has been a deliberate design decision not to freeze such policies in the language, but rather to allow the process engineer to specify them in SLANG. If experience shows that only certain prede ned change policies are needed in practice, we might consider hard-coding them in the language. Presently, however, we feel it would be premature.
As we mentioned in Section III.E, changing a type definition in a suspended active copy is critical if there are places containing data that were generated according to the old type de nition. In our present SLANG implementation, we encapsulate the solution to this problem into the active copy editing tool, which prompts the user to provide a transformation function to support data migration from the old type to the new type. This is a very simple solution that has been adopted for the current prototype. Other solutions are being investigated, including default migration functions.
In order to support reliable change policies it is important to assist the user in understanding and managing the impact of changes. This may be incorporated in the metaprocess. Just as an example, the meta-process of Fig. 14 10 The creation date can be stored in the corresponding node of the dynamic tree when it is created. may be extended so that the results produced by Edit Tool (i.e., the new de nitions stored in place Edited Defs) are checked for consistency by an analyzer, before being stored back into place Activities. It is therefore possible to catch mismatches between activity de nitions and invocations. If types were also changed by Edit Tool, the analyzer could be applied to detect type mismatches. The analyzer can be implemented as a tool to be invoked through a black transition taking its inputs from Edit Defs and providing data for transitions Lazy and Eager.
V. Related Work
Many research e orts are currently active in the software process modeling area. The results of such e orts are language de nitions and prototype environments that are rapidly evolving as research advances. In the following, some of the most signi cant approaches to process model evolution will be discussed and compared with SLANG.
To facilitate the comparison, we will refer to the following set of features: F3: The process of change can be designed by the process modeler. This means that the mechanisms to support features F1 and F2 can be composed to build di erent change policies, possibly using the process modeling formalism itself. SLANG supports F1, F2, and F3.
In FUNSOFT nets, a transition can be used to model the editing of a subnet sn (i.e., sn is a part of the whole net executed by the MELMAC interpreter). In order to perform such modi cation, no further tokens are passed to sn (i.e., no new instances of sn can be started), and all the transitions (agencies in FUNSOFT terminology) internal to sn are terminated before the editing of the subnet is enabled to start. When the editing operation terminates, the new version of sn replaces the old one, and it is enabled to receive new tokens (i.e., sn's transitions are enabled to re) 7]. Notice that, since the body (the actions) associated with transitions are speci ed in C language, \on-the-y" modi cations can only concern the topology of the subnet. If the \code" associated with a transition is changed, it has to be recompiled. This means that the entire system must be stopped and relinked (see 19, page 209] ). In SLANG, the modi cation mechanism is more exible since several active copies of the same activity (similar to FUNSOFT's subnets) can be executed in parallel with the editing of the activity de nition. This is possible since SLANG associates a new process engine with each new active copy. In conclusion, MELMAC supports some modi cation of a process model fragment before that fragment is enacted. This means that MELMAC partially supports F1. It does not support F2, since it is not possible to change the state of an enacting subnet sn. In fact, \all agencies of sn that are currently executed are nished : : : no enabled agencies are started : : : and eventually] sn can be modi ed by the software developer". This means that is not possible to access the state of an enacting subnet. Finally, the change policy (\algorithm" in 7, page 91]) is prede ned and embedded in the FUNSOFT nets semantics. Therefore, MELMAC does not support F3.
In MARVEL one may include consistency predicates to decide whether an evolution step is permissible or not. A modi cation to the rule set describing the process is permitted only if the consistency implications after the evolution step are either weaker than the implications before the evolution step is performed, or are independent of them 20]. This constrains the possible evolutions of a process, but the limitation may turn out to be too strong. For example it may be forbidden to further constrain an existing model, since it is not possible to statically ensure that the new constraints are veri ed by all the instances stored in the MARVEL objectbase. Notice also that any modi cation to a MARVEL process model can occur only after the system has been stopped. In fact, in 21, pages 179{180] it is explicitly said that the evolver, i.e., the tool supporting process evolution, can be invoked only if the MARVEL server is inactive. This seems to mean that modi cations can only be applied o -line. Therefore, MARVEL supports some form of process evolution, but it seems that it does not support F1, F2 nor F3, since modi cations can be accomplished only when the process model is not being enacted.
In EPOS 9] activities are described through a hierarchy of task types. To execute a task, the EPOS planner instantiates from the task de nition (i.e., a task type) the set of lower level tasks to be executed, and then activates the task Execution Manager. The distinction between task types and task instances, and the availability of these entities as objects of the system, are the basic re ective feature in EPOS. In this way, it is possible to apply modi cations to the process model even during enactment, since a task de nition can be manipulated as any other object in the system. Multiuser support is achieved by synchronizing all the operations performed by the Execution Manager through a centralized, versioned object-oriented database. Thus, EPOS supports feature F1. As far as feature F2 is concerned, when a task de nition is modi ed, EPOS requires existing enacting task instances to be restarted. Restart \reinitiates the task state and possibly backtracks the actions performed by the task" 22, pages 26{28]. This implies that the execution state and intermediate results are lost. Moreover, it is not clear how certain undoable actions (such as \send a mail") can be backtracked. In general, EPOS embeds a speci c policy to evolve enacting process model fragments. It seems, therefore, that EPOS supports features F2 and F3 only partially. MERLIN 23] , 24] is a rule-based language supporting forward and backward chaining. Speci c constructs are provided by MERLIN to modify the set of rules and facts being interpreted by the MERLIN executor, using a mechanism similar to Prolog assert and retract rules (feature F1). From the available published work, however, it is not clear how dynamic changes of the process model can be accommodated when multiple users access and/or execute the same process rule set. Moreover, it is not clear if features F2 and F3 are fully supported. In 25, page 102], it is said that \the process engineer will be supported by an environment supporting the development and instantiation of software process model. : : : the environment] will also support the change of existing software processes : : :".
A notable example of a process modeling formalism supporting process model evolution is the PML language (and the related environment PSS), developed within the IPSE 2.5 project 10]. 11 PML is an object-oriented, re ective language in which it is possible to describe the whole software process (the development process and the meta-process) as an integrated model. Moreover, it provides the process modeler with a set of prede ned model fragments (roles in the PML terminology) implementing the basic operation of the meta-process. These prede ned roles constitute the socalled PMMS paradigm, and are the starting point to implement/extend the meta-process model in order to tailor it to speci c needs. Thus, from a conceptual point of view, PML and SLANG have similar functionalities, since the re ective features o ered by both languages make it possible to create, enact and maintain the meta-process model as any other fragment of the entire software process model. An interesting and detailed example of meta-process model and process model change using PML is presented in 26]. Summing up, PML supports features F1 and F3. However, it does not seem it can support feature F2, since the state of an enacted process model fragment cannot be accessed during enactment.
The problem of dynamically changing executable code while it is being executed is also addressed in other research areas. In particular, there are several interesting ideas and approaches in the domain of distributed, nonstop systems. For example, 27] discusses a model to dynamically accommodate changes to a distributed system. To apply changes, it is rst necessary to \passivate" a component, i.e., to inhibit the invocation of the functionalities o ered by the component. Eventually, all of the ongoing operations are terminated, and the component reaches a quiescent state in which it is possible to apply the modication. When this modi cation is completed, it is possible to consistently restart the component. This approach has many similarities with SPADE functionalities to support the editing of active copies. In fact, an active copy can be changed only after it has been suspended, and can be restarted when the change operation is terminated.
VI. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we discussed the basic features provided by SLANG to support enactment and, in particular, dynamic evolution of a process model. We emphasized the principle that a process modeling language supporting exible and powerful change mechanisms should provide re ective features to support the integration of the meta-process as part of the process model itself.
The main advantages of SLANG, and its approach to process evolution, can be summarized as follows:
SLANG is based on formal foundations of Petri net theory. It is de ned in terms of ER nets, a class of high-level Petri nets. It provides the process modeler with the basic mechanisms needed to describe the meta-process and, in particular, to describe process evolution as part of the process. These mechanisms can be combined to support di erent policies to apply changes to a process model. It supports the modi cation of both the process model and the process state (i.e., active copies) during process enactment. At present, SLANG has the following weaknesses:
The whole software process, which includes the metaprocess, may become quite large and complex. Complexity may be partly managed by using the modularization construct provided by the language. One may also think that di erent access rights should be given to di erent classes of users (e.g., the software developer, the process engineer), so that certain parts of the process (e.g., the meta-process) are only visible to certain classes of users having speci c roles. SLANG does not tolerate any deviation from the speci ed model, unless it is explicitly introduced as a change in the process model. In the real life, it might be necessary to temporarily tolerate slight deviations by accommodating on-the-y, light-weight changes or to bypass the process rules by introducing an exception. This would require additional features to be introduced in the language. The features described in this paper make SLANG quite a powerful language. As for most powerful languages, however, fully automatic and formal analysis procedures do not exist in general. For example, reachability analysis is undecidable in the general case. It is therefore necessary to derive approximate analysis procedures (including model testing) that would provide partial support, but still would detect errors before enactment. (For a discussion of related issues and possible solutions, see 17], 28]) The features provided by SLANG are rather low-level. We view SLANG as the kernel formalism of a processcentered environment. As such, it provides the basic mechanisms of the abstract machine supporting the environment. In this paper, we have shown how various change policies may be represented by suitable SLANG meta-process fragments. As experience is gained in the use of the language, however, we feel that a number of standard change policies will be identi ed. Such policies could then be introduced as builtin constructs in SLANG, without requiring the process modeler to de ne them in SLANG. As a result, process models would become simpler and easier to understand. The SPADE project is currently being developed at CE-FRIEL and Politecnico di Milano. A rst prototype of the SPADE environment, called SPADE-1, has been implemented and is currently being assessed. The design of SPADE-1 is centered on the principle of separation of concerns between process model interpretation and user interaction. Following this principle the SPADE-1 architecture is structured into two main components: the process enactment environment and the user interaction environment. These two components communicate through a third component called the lter 29] .
The process enactment environment includes facilities to execute a SLANG process model, by creating and modifying process artifacts. These process artifacts are stored and managed using the object-oriented database 0 2 30] .
The user interaction environment manages the interaction with users and tools. It is based on an enhanced version of DEC FUSE 31], a product that provides servicebased tool integration. In DEC FUSE, a tool is viewed as a set of services that can be invoked through a programmatic interface. This programmatic interface de nes a protocol to manage tool cooperation. The protocol is based on a standard set of messages that are exchanged using a multicast mechanism.
The lter manages the communication between the two environments above. In particular, it converts messages generated by tools in the user interaction environment into tokens to be managed by the SLANG process model being executed. In the same way, operations accomplished by the SLANG interpreter that a ect the user interaction environment are converted by the lter into messages to speci c tools.
The basic idea underlying this architecture is that the paradigm used to model the process and support its enactment, and the paradigm used to guide the interaction with the user can be reasonably kept distinct. This is useful to support distribution, evolution and improvement of the environment, and the integration of di erent types of paradigms in the same process-centered environment.
The SPADE-1 prototype is written in C++ and CO 2 and runs on DEC 5000 workstations under Ultrix 4.2 and Sun workstations running SunOS. troduced in 17] as a formalism that integrates data, control, functionality, and timing aspects. The language was designed as a formal kernel for higher-level speci cation languages. Its main motivation was in the area of reactive, real-time systems 28], 34]. Here we provide a brief and informal introduction to the formalism.
The tokens of ER nets carry information, and their transitions are augmented with predicates and actions. Predicates constrain the tokens that enable transitions. Actions describe how the tokens produced by a ring depend on the tokens removed. Information attached to tokens is described in terms of variables and associated values. Predicates and actions refer to the information attached to tokens by means of the variables' and places' names. Fig. 15 shows a sample ER net. The predicate associated with transition t requires the value of variable x, associated with the token in place p 1 (p1:x), to be less than the value of variable y, associated with the token in place p 2 (p2:y). The action associated with transition t states that the token produced in place p 3 by the ring of transition t is associated with variables y and z. The value of variable y of the produced token is given by the sum of the values of p1:x and p2:y. The value of variable z of the produced token is any value between p1:x and p2:y. For instance, if place p 1 contains two tokens: 0 1 : fx ! 0g 00 1 : fx ! 7g and place P 2 contains the token 0 2 : fy ! 6g transition t is enabled by the pair h 0 1 ; 0 2 i. In fact, the value (0) of variable x associated with the token in place p 1 is less than the value (6) of variable y associated with the token in place p 2 , and thus the predicate associated with transition t is satis ed. On the contrary, the pair of tokens h 00 1 ; 0 2 i does not satisfy the required predicate and therefore it does not enable transition t. The ring of transition t removes the enabling tokens from places p 1 and p 2 and produces a new token in place p 3 associated with two variables: y and z. The value of variable y in place p 3 is 6. The value of variable z can be any value between 0 and 6, e.g., 4 .
In order to model timing, no extensions are needed for ER nets. Time can be represented by simply adding to the set of variables associated with the tokens a variable time representing the time at which the token has been created. The value of variable time is determined by predicates and actions associated with the transitions as any other variable associated with the tokens. The value of variable time associated with the tokens produced by a ring represents the ring time of the transition (we assume that all of the tokens produced by a ring are associated with the same value for variable time). Actions can represent any relation between the values of the variables associated with the tokens removed by the rings (including the values of variables time) and the values of the variable produced by the rings, thus giving a general model for time. For instance, ER nets can specify the case where the ring time of a transition, representing the transmission of a packet on a net, can depend on the length of the packet. In 17] ER nets are shown to be more general than the timed Petri net formalisms introduced in the literature. Suitable axioms constrain variable time in order to ensure the representation of an intuitive concept of time, which is non decreasing with respect to sequences of rings. Depending on the set of axioms, two di erent time semantics can be given: weak and strong time semantics. The main di erence between the two semantics is that in weak time semantics an enabled transition may re within its time frame, as speci ed by the action. The transition, however, is not forced to re. If time moves beyond the maximum possible ring time for a transition, the transition looses its right to re. According to strong time semantics, an enabled transition must re within its time frame, unless it is disabled by the ring of another con icting transition. 
